
Quiz 4

(1) [5 points] In the textbook on Content Networking, the Internet Cache Protocol
(IPC) is described in Chapter 3 as a network of caches in a tree-like structure. At one
point, a content request is sent by one cache (via UDP) to all of its siblings; the request-
ing cache then will use the first response to the request as a pointer to the content. What
kind of fault tolerance would this type of architecture support? (For credit, please give
the name of this type of fault tolerance).

Obviously, the strategy is to use replication. If any single cache fails, the
failure won’t be noticed by the requestor. Therefore, this is masking fault
tolerance.

(2) [5 points] One type of failure in a network or distributed system is the case of a
host or switch spontaneously rebooting (this can happen if power is briefly interrupted).
When a host or switch reboots, all its memory content is lost, and it restarts with all
tables and data structures empty. Explain why this type of failure is easier to deal
with in packet-switched networks, such as IP, and harder to deal with in virtual circuit
networks.

In a virtual circuit network, each switch along a virtual circuit’s path has to
be setup so that its tables have the entries for that virtual circuit – thus the
switches have to be “aware” of the circuits (the price for such awareness is the
overhead of connection setup and teardown). In packet switching networks,
the switch is unaware of what kind of traffic flows may be going on: the
switch just forwards each packet based on the destination address in the
packet header. So, when a switch reboots, it can just build tables for address
routing, rather than being dependent on knowing the current set of virtual
circuits.

(3) [5 points] Suppose data from an observatory has been reduced into vectors of
numbers: there are 200 million vectors and each vector consists of 150 floating point
numbers. The task is to select all vectors such that the elements of the vector alternate
in sign. That is, we should reject a vector like this:

−1.211345 20.190345 −8.896751 −6.901234 · · ·

because there are two negative numbers in a row. Only select vectors of the form
(pos,neg,pos,neg,. . . ) or of the form (neg,pos,neg,pos,. . . ).

Suppose we have 150 parallel processors, all with identical computation speed, to solve
this problem. Explain a strategy (using terminology given in the class) and sketch some
detail of an algorithm that could speed up solving the problem nearly 150 times faster
than computing it sequentially with one processor.
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One idea would be to use the agenda approach, putting the vectors first into a
tuple space. Then, have 150 worker processes, each trying to obtain a vector
from the tuple space (using the “in” operation to get and withdraw a tuple).
Once a worker gets a tuple, it can compute the result for that tuple and
output the answer as another tuple, using the “out” operation.

(4) [5 points] What is multiversion fault tolerance and what can it do that other types
of fault tolerance cannot do?

The book explains that this type of failure tolerance can overcome bugs or
software errors. The idea is to have separate teams of developers program
the same function, and then at run time execute the versions in parallel,
comparing the results to determine if one is faulty.

(5) [5 points] TCP has in common with telephone protocols that both are connection-
oriented: the first step in starting is to establish a connection between the two endpoints.
Explain the main difference between these two types of protocols from the viewpoint of
switches in the network.

In a VC network, connection setup requires cooperation and changes at the
switches; TCP however uses logic only at the endpoints (more the “end-to-
end” design philosophy). Switches don’t need to change tables during a TCP
connection setup.

(6) [5 points] How does nanotechnology impact networked distributed computing?

According to the NDC book, material science and nanotechnology will require
copious computer control mechanisms and computational resources. In other
words, to get the full vision of nanotech up and running, we’ll need lots of
distributed computers that can control and monitor these small devices.

The book also makes the point that nanotechnology is essential to maintain-
ing Moore’s law.

Another point could be that nanotechnology is a key technology to enable
pervasive computing as well as manufacturing generally. One of the main
impacts will be to put stress on scalability, because we can have so many
more computing elements. Another effect (one hopes) could be lowering the
cost of devices and their power constraints.
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